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ORDER RESULTS FOR ALGEBRAICALLY STABLEMONO-IMPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS�1)Ai-guo Xiao(1. Department of Mathematis, Xiangtan University, Xiangtan 411105, China2. ICMSEC, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 10080, China)AbstratIt is well known that mono-impliit Runge-Kutta methods have been appliedin the eÆient numerial solution of initial or boundary value problems of ordinarydi�erential equations. Burrage(1994) has shown that the order of an s-stage mono-impliit Runge-Kutta method is at most s+1 and the stage order is at most 3.In this paper, it is shown that the order of an s-stage mono-impliit Runge-Kuttamethod being algebraially stable is at most min(~s; 4), and the stage order togetherwith the optimal B-onvergene order is at most min(s,2), where~s = ( s+ 1 if s = 1; 2;s if s�3:Key words: Ordinary di�erential equations, Mono-impliit Runge-Kutta methods,Order, Algebraial stability. 1. IntrodutionConsider the initial value problem( y0(t) = f(t; y(t)) t�0; f : [0;+1)�RN!RN ;y(0) = y02RN (1.1)whih is assumed to have a unique solution y(t) on the interval [0;+1).For solving (1.1), onsider the s-stage impliit Runge-Kutta (IRK) method8>><>>: yn+1 = yn + h sPi=1bif(tn + ih; Yi)Yi = yn + h sPj=1aijf(tn + jh; Yj); 1�i�s (1.2)and the s-stage mono-impliit Runge-Kutta (MIRK) method[2,5℄� Reeived April 16, 1996.1)This work was supported by National Natural Siene Foundation Of China.



640 A.G. XIAO8>><>>: yn+1 = yn + h sPi=1bif(tn + ih; Yi)Yi = (1� �i)yn + �iyn+1 + hi�1Pj=1xijf(tn + jh; Yj); 1�i�s (1.3)where hi0 is the stepsize, bi; i; �i; xij and aij are real onstants, bi 6=0; sPi=1bi = 1; i 6=jwhen i6=j, Yi and yn approximate y(tn + ih) and y(tn) respetively, tn = nh (n�0).The methods (1.2) and (1.3) an be given in the tableau forms respetively: AbT (1.4)and  � XbT (1.5)where  = (1; 2; � � � ; s)T ; b = (b1; b2; � � � ; bs)T ; � = (�1; �2; � � � ; �s)T ; A = [aij ℄ is ans�s matrix, X = [xij ℄ is an s�s matrix with xij = 0; when i�j. The method (1.5)is equivalent to the IRK method (1.4) with the oeÆient matrix A = X + �bT . Themethod (1.4) is said to be algebraially stable[4,7℄, if the matrixesM = BA+ATB�bbTand B = diag(b) are nonnegative de�nite.A number of interesting sublasses of the IRK methods have reently been identi-�ed and investigated in the referenes. These methods represent attempts to trade-o�the higher auray of the IRK methods for methods whih an be implemented moreeÆiently. These methods inlude singly-impliit Runge-kutta (SIRK) methods[1,6,7℄,diagonally impliit Runge-Kutta (DIRK) methods[1,6,7℄,and MIRK methods[2,5℄. Bur-rage[5℄ has shown that the order of an s-stage MIRK method is at most s+1 and thestage order is at most 3. In this paper, it is shown that the order of an s-stage MIRKmethod being algebraially stable is at most min(~s,4) and the stage order together withthe optimal B-onvergene order is at most min(s,2), here and in the following setions,~s = ( s+ 1 if s = 1; 2;s if s�3:2. Main Results and ProofsFor the method (1.4) or (1.5), we introdue the simplifying onditions[1,7℄:B(p) : bT k�1 = 1k ; k = 1; 2; � � � ; pC(p) : Ak�1 = kk ; k = 1; 2; � � � ; pD(p) : bTCk�1A = bT�bTCkk ; k = 1; 2; � � � ; pwhere k = (k1 ; k2 ; � � � ; ks)T ;Ck = diag(k). maxfp : B(p) and C(p) hold at the sametimeg is said to be the stage order of the method (1.4). Sine the MIRK method (1.5)


